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The procurement notice is updated with the following clarification requests received and response provided:

Q1: The call for Expression of interest for the above EBRD project you ask for the following:

“It is suggested that the Consultant provides no less than 3 CVs in each category of experts. It is expected that the Consultant’s team demonstrates experience from all specified sectors……”

A quick calculation of this will for the EIW result in 3 CVs x 6 sectors x 6 consultant categories = total 108 CVs.

Of course some of the CVs will cover more sectors (mainly economists and environmental CVs) and some CVs will be able to cover 2 categories, but it will still be a lot of CVs as most of experts are specialized within only one sector.

Please confirm that it is the EBRD’s intention, that each consortium presents that many CVs in connection with the application for expression of interest for the above mentioned EIW.

A1: Regarding number of CVs to be submitted, consultants should demonstrate relevant experience within the proposed team with regards to sectors, roles and regional experience. It can be expected that this requires more CVs for technical specialists, to demonstrate expertise in all sectors, as well as for environmental/social specialists, to demonstrate capacity in the various roles covered by that category of experts. By the same logic, sufficient experience may be demonstrated with fewer experts in other categories. Consultants are advised to use their professional judgement when providing CVs, and it should be noted that more CVs is not necessarily better when evaluating the composition of the proposed team.